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Animation: Keeping it Fresh 

 
 In a world of rapid change and ever-advancing technology, it is often difficult to 
distinguish between old and new. Ideas that seem implausible today become the fads of 
tomorrow. The title 'new media artist' is one that seems to create a great deal of 
confusion. By definition, a new media artist is someone who revolutionizes a certain area 
of media through innovation and creative thinking. It is a common misconception that 
new media artists are a product of today's society only. On the contrary, new media artists 
have existed since before the inception of the term itself. Simply put, any artist from any 
time frame or cultural context can be considered a new media artist, so long as they have 
a lasting impact in their field. 
  
 One area of media where creativity and innovation are particularly abundant is 
animation. Because animation is so easily accessible in our society, it takes originality to 
keep things fresh. Animation has been around in a conventional sense since the end of the 
nineteenth century. That leaves a century and a half for a plethora of aspiring animators 
to experiment with, create, and develop their own brand of animation, which in turn 
results in many unique animation styles. 
 
 John Barnes Linnett was a printer living in Birmingham, England in the mid 
nineteenth century. In the year 1868, he patented the kineograph, otherwise known as the 
flip-book, which paved the way for a century of innovation in animation. (Burns, 2010). 
The flip book is simply a notebook in which each page has an image in roughly the same 
location but that varies slightly from page to page. When the book is flip through using 
the thumb, these slight differences are realized and a sequence of events can be viewed. 
Although Linnett's invention was not the first in the animation department, it was with 
the flip book that linear animation saw its humble beginnings. Up until the flip-book was 
patented, most animation devices operated cylindrically. The zoetrope, for example, is a 
device originally designed in 180 A.D. by a Chinese inventor known as Ting Huan that 
was being reinvented around the time of Linnett's patent. (Gumby, 2008). The newly 
designed version of the zoetrope operated on a similar basis to the flip-book: the viewer 
would look through vertical slits cut into a cylinder, on the inside of which a succession 
of images were printed. As the cylinder spun, the viewer would see a sequence of events 
as each slightly different image passed by. The flip-book, then, offered a degree of 
conveniency in comparison to its cylindrical counterpart. It was less expensive to produce 
and much more portable. Towards the end of the nineteenth century and into the 
beginning of the twentieth, the flip-book's popularity exploded. (Fouché, 2009). They 
became something of a fad and were a novelty among children. Linnett had not only 
created something that had a lasting effect, but had opened the door to a new, more 
efficient type of animation. 
 



 Quirino Cristiani is a somewhat mysterious, yet key figure in the history of 
animation. All that remains of his work are two of his short films, El Apóstal and 
Peludópolis, as well as an interview. The rest of his work was destroyed in multiple fires. 
(Bendazzi, 1996). However, the three remaining pieces had a lot to offer in terms of 
details of his highly productive career. They revealed that El Apóstol was in fact the first 
fully animated feature film, and that Peludópolis was the first fully animated feature film 
with sound. (Ibid). The details of his career and life were undocumented for quite some 
time, but were later revealed when Giannalberto Bendazzi of French magazine Banc-
Titre/Animation Stand decided to pursue the story of this mysterious, talented man in 
1980. (Ibid). Bendazzi learned that Cristiani was in fact still living and made plans to 
meet with him to learn his story. What he discovered was that Cristiani was Italian-born 
but his family moved to Argentina when he was four. (Ibid). From a young age he was 
interested in politics, and took a liking to art in his teen years. This peculiar combination 
of interests made him the perfect candidate to become a caricature artists specializing in 
political figures. (Ibid). Cristiani created cartoons for the local newspapers in Buenos 
Aires where he now lived until around 1910, when Cristiani was hired by Frederico Valle 
to produce short films for the newsreels which Valle produced. (Ibid). Valle suggested 
that Cristiani study the work of Emile Cohl, a well-known animator. Cristiani did so and 
produced a cartoon called La Intervención en la provencia de Buenos Aires for the 
newsreel known as Actualides Valle, which was released in 1916. (Ibid). Even in those 
early stages of his career, Cristiani had already established his own animation style, 
which was the use of cardboard cutouts as oppose to drawings. (Ibid). His first cartoon 
being a success, he went on to create El Apóstal which was released in 1917, to a warmly 
receptive audience. However, the bulk of the credit went to Valle, and Cristiani was, for 
the most part, overlooked. (Ibid). Cristiani went on to make the world's second animated 
feature film, called Sin dejar rastros in 1918 and Peludópolis in 1931. The former was 
confiscated for political reasons and the latter Cristiani decided to withdraw after the 
death of former president Irigoyen, who was a central character in the film. (Ibid). 
Cristiani also produced many commercial and entertainment-based cartoons throughout 
his career, but could not compete with Western animation companies, such as Disney. 
Cristiani's work was nonetheless commendable, as he not only created the first animated 
features, but also used his unique cardboard cutout style that defied the trends of the time. 
As his impact becomes increasingly realized in today's world, a film is being made in 
order to commemorate all that he offered to the animating community and to compensate 
for the lack of attention he received previously. Today, we can see evidence of the impact 
his animation style has had, with shows such as South Park continuing on with the cut-
out animation style. 
 
 Near the tail end of Cristiani's career in Argentina, a driving force in animation was 
beginning to emerge in the United States. Walt Disney was beginning to assert himself as 
the animation legend that is extremely dominant to this day. Like Cristiani, Walt saw his 
beginnings as a cartoonist for a newspaper. (Unknown author, 2010). However, he too 
sought after bigger dreams, and so he left his job as a cartoonist and accepted a job his 
brother secured for him at the Pesmen-Rubin art studio in Kansas City where he was now 
living. (Ibid). It was here that he teamed up with fellow cartoonist Ubbe Iwerks. (Ibid). 
When they were no longer needed at the art studio, the duo opted to start a studio 



together. However, this endeavour was not successful and both Disney and Iwerks left to 
work at Kansas City Film Ad Company. (Unknown author, 2010). It was here that 
Disney decided to start up his own animation business, known as Laugh-O-Gram Studio, 
in the 1920s with coworker Fred Harman. (Ibid). The next decade was a financial roller 
coaster for Disney and his team, having extremely successful periods but also facing 
money woes insofar as bankruptcy. This decade saw the inception of successful 
characters, such as Mickey Mouse and Alice, and also characters who would disappear 
for a long while, such as Oswald the Lucky Rabbit, who was lost to Universal Studios 
until 2006. (Ibid). The 1930s also saw moderate success for Disney, with the release of 
the The Three Little Pigs and the addition of the characters Donald Duck, Goofy and 
Pluto to the Mickey Mouse series. This series would also earn him an Academy Award in 
1933. (Ibid). However, Disney's first big break would come in 1937 with the premiere of 
the first American animated feature, as well as the first ever film presented in 
Technicolour, Snow White and the Seven Dwarves. (Dirks, 2010). Despite negative 
feedback prior to the movie's release from seemingly everyone, including the press, the 
public, his peers, and even his own wife, Walt perservered with the film. He even defied 
financial issues by previewing his masterpiece to the Bank of America and receiving a 
loan to finish the project. All his work would pay off. The film raked in over eight 
million dollars and became the most successful film of 1938. (Ibid). Disney was able to 
open his own studio in Burbank, which he named Walt Disney Studios. (Unknow 
authour, 2010). The film triggered a Golden Age for the Walt Disney company and 
allowed them to produce more films in the late 30s and early 40s, such Alice in 
Wonderland, Bambi, Pinocchio, Fantasia and Peter Pan. (Unknown author, 2010). This 
was the beginning of Walt Disney's legacy, of the empire that his company would 
become. Disney revolutionized the cartoon world and was successful in making it 
popular. He took hefty risks along the way and experimented with new technology such 
as Technicolour, and it is for these reasons that he is considered a new media artist of his 
time. 
 
 Adam Pesapane, better known by his pseudonym PES, is a modern day animator 
and director. PES favours a stop motion animation style, and is known for his creativity 
and resourcefulness. Although he graduated from the University of Virginia with a 
Bachelor of Arts in English Literature, his projects usually have a fairly straight forward 
story line. (Robinson, 2010). This is most likely due to the fact that they do not require a 
complex story line as the wonder of his work lies not in the plot, but in the way he makes 
use of everyday household objects. From candy corn flames to popcorn explosions to a 
pizza Pacman, PES utilizes inexpensive materials to prove that high quality animation 
can be produced on a low budget. PES has become an internet sensation and a recipient 
of multiple film festival awards, such as the "Best First Film" award at the Annecy 
International Animated Film Festival for his 2001 film called Rooftop Sex. (Pesapane, 
2010). Another one of his internet hits, Western Spaghetti, was named the #2 internet 
film in Time Magazine's "Top Ten of Everything 2008". (Ibid). The thirty-six-year-old 
innovator has produced and released nearly twenty short films. In addition, he has created 
and/or directed over twenty commercials, including several for big names such as 
Bacardi, Scrabble, and Coinstar. (Ibid). Even the simplest of PES's projects can take as 
much as twenty days to complete. His patience and persistence results in a professional 



feel, despite the use of basic materials. With today's rapidly advancing technology, PES 
brings something refreshing to the table. While other modern day animators are using the 
latest technology to produce their works, PES returns to the roots of animation, but with a 
new twist. Instead of striving for a convincing substitute for what he is trying to 
represent, PES embraces the imperfections in resemblance between the objects he is 
using and the objects he is attempting to portray. For example, the candy corn is not 
necessarily the most convincing object he could have used to depict a flame, but it is 
interesting and highly imaginative. It is this creativity that makes him stand out from his 
contemporaries as a new media artist. 
 
 James Cameron is an Ontario-born filmmaker best known for directing both Titanic 
and Avatar, which grossed the most money of any movies of all time. (Unknown authour, 
2010). Avatar, which is Cameron's most recent film, was a long time in the making. The 
script was written in 1995 and its idea announced to the public by Cameron in 1996, but 
the film was not released until nearly a decade and a half later in 2009. (Teo, 2010). 
When the film had still not been released in 2006, Cameron explained to the public that 
he was waiting for technology to be at a place that he deemed suitable for the animation 
of his film. (Ibid). This animation technology was a combination of computer-generated 
animation and performance capture. (Ibid). Computer-generated imagery can be used to 
create both characters and special effects. Using CGI software makes it possible to create 
3D characters that drastically increase the efficiency of the animating process. The 
characters in Avatar show a more realistic skeletal and muscular system than animation 
has previously allowed, which is important as Cameron was aiming to achieve a sense of 
realism never before seen in animation. (Ibid). The basic principle of performance 
capture technology is to capture human movement through body rigging and translate 
that to movement of animated characters. (Ibid). This makes for a highly realistic, 
believable experience. Cameron also stressed that he wanted the facial expressions of the 
animated characters to reflect the normal range of human emotions to create a sense of 
believability. (Ibid). Furthermore, he and his team felt it was important for the animated 
characters to resemble their actors and actresses, especially for Jake, who is seen in the 
movie as both a human and a Na'vi avatar. (Ibid). Together, CGI and performance 
capture technology make for an unprecedented type of animation, especially when 
viewed in 3D, as Cameron intended it to be. It is clear that Cameron certainly pushed the 
limits of the technology of the time and paved the way for a whole new type of animation 
to be seen and expanded on in the future. For his efforts, James Cameron can 
undoubtedly be considered a new media artist. 
 
 Though all of the aforementioned artists utilized different styles of animation and 
made their place in the history books for different reasons, they all have one thing in 
common: their unique, lasting impact on the development of animation. It is because of 
their dedication to further advance methods in their field of study, their creativity and 
imagination, and their desire to do something out of the ordinary that these innovators 
earn the title of new media artists. No matter what time period or cultural context, these 
artists will always be viewed as new media artists as they dedicated their careers to doing 
something new and revolutionizing an area of animation. Even time will not change this 
status as their work will always be valued for its contribution to the early stages of 



animation technology. They have created a lasting impression and will therefore always 
be recognized as new media artists. 
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